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Lester Thurow, a native of Livingston, 
Montana, is an internationally known 
economist. He is Professor of Economics 
and Management at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. In April of this 
year he delivered the annual Freeman 
Memorial Lecture at the University of 
Montana. This article presents the text of 
his speech.
N o t  too long ago there was a Chrysler 
Plymouth dealer who went broke. When 
he went broke his wife and children left 
him, because he couldn’t keep them in 
the style to which they were accustomed. 
And because his wife and children left 
him and because he’d gone broke, he be 
came an alcoholic. And eventually a bow 
ery bum. And one day he was down in 
the gutter, and his hand was shaking on 
the bottle, and because his hand was 
shaking on the bottle a genie came out of 
the bottle. And the genie said, “You have 
but one wish, but let me warn you, genies 
are not terribly smart; they cannot read 
minds. You must be very precise as to 
what you would like.” And our ex- 
Chrysler Plymouth dealer said, “A 
foreign car dealership wouldn’t be bad.” 
And there was a great puff of smoke, and 
a great puff of steam, and when it all 
cleared he had a Chrysler Plymouth
dealership in central Tokyo.
Now, in a very fundamental sense that 3 
is precisely the American problem. We ' 
have a Chrysler Plymouth dealership in J 
central Tokyo. Think about the follow- 1 
ing facts about the American economy. \ 
We’re used to thinking of the American j 
economy as the world’s number one 
economy. Last year the Organization for I 
Economic Cooperation and Development] 
(OECD), which is sometimes referred to \ 
as the “rich man’s club” of the industrial 1 
nations of the world, put out a list, 
ranking countries in terms of their 
standard of living and their per capita i 
gross national product (GNP). The 
OECD now says the United States is tend] 
in the world, excluding the Arab 
sheikdoms. They say we’ve been passed 
by Switzerland, Sweden, West Germany, 
Denmark, Norway, Iceland, Holland, 
Belgium, Luxenburg, and we're tied with *
2
the French for tenth. That’s not the way 
we like to think about the American 
; economy; tied for tenth.
A new era of competition
The 1980s are going to be systematically 
different than anyone in this nation has 
experienced. Because in the 1980s we are 
, going to have competitors that are our 
financial equals and our technological 
' equals. And that has not been true since
■ 1900 when we first passed Great Britain 
■- as the leading economy of the world.
Productivity is the value of production 
per unit of labor and/or capital used to 
produce it. There are various ways to 
measure productivity, but it is usually 
measured in terms of output per hour.
When I first became interested in 
productivity back in the late fifties and 
early sixties, the British were doing a lot 
of productivity studies. They were study 
ing different industries in different coun- 
' ^ies and trying to decide who was the 
world leader and why. In 1958 there was 
| only one industry where the United States 
I; was not the world’s productivity leader,
I and that was bicycle making. I do not 
! know why American bicycle makers were 
: inefficient, but apparently they always 
i have been. But in everything else the 
p United States led the world.
, That same list today would show 
dozens of items where the United States is
■ no longer the world leader. That means 
■' lhat in the 1980s we are in a competitive 
| world. Now we like to talk about
| competition, but we have liked to talk 
? about it because we have never had it.
. Now we’re going to have it.
| The United States’ seemingly effortless 
. economic superiority is gone. Of course,
| we never really had effortless superiority;
|: it just seemed that way. The basic 
j problem was that we were the only major 
I nation to emerge relatively unscathed 
I after World War II. And since we were the 
only major country without damage to 
our cities and factories, we had a 
tremendous advantage. Statistics show 
that we had a per capita income in 1953 
twice that of the next best country in the 
world, and eight times that of Japan.
Something else has changed. Not only 
' do we find ourselves in a competitive 
j world economy, but for the first time we 
- have to be competitive. In 1960 we only 
imported and exported 5 percent of our 
GNP. And in that 5 percent of the GNP 
mat we imported there were no real 
necessities. If for some reason inter 
national trade had been abolished in 
1960, the average American citizen would 
barely have known the difference. There 
would have been no major change in 
standard of living or lifestyle. But by 1981 
we were exporting and importing 13 
percent of the GNP, and much of that 13 
percent that we import includes 
necessities: forty percent of our oil, for 
example. If international trade were 
abolished now we would experience 
hardships almost immediately.
Since we now import necessities, we 
must export to pay for them. That means 
we have to be competitive. And our major 
competitors, the European nations and 
Japan, are export oriented. The United 
States is not. What does that mean? It 
means that our economy is in trouble. We 
import necessities; therefore we must 
export. But the United States has never 
been export oriented.
If we are going to export in order to 
offset those necessities that we import, we 
are going to have to do what in large 
measure America has never done. We will 
have to go to other nations and find out 
what they need. Our success in inter 
national trade up until now has been that 
we have built things for ourselves, and 
then when somebody else in the world 
happened to want the same thing, we 
sold it to them. But now we have to 
develop products specifically for those 
markets.
Let’s take Japan as an example. It’s a 
big market. It’s a tough market to break 
into. And the Japanese love our soft 
drinks and our blue jeans. But not our 
automobiles and appliances. Think about 
it for a moment. Why should a Japanese 
ever buy an American car when there’s 
not one car factory in the United States 
that puts the steering wheel on the right 
side of the car for driving on Japanese 
highways? Why should any Japanese ever 
buy an American appliance when there’s 
not one factory in the United States that 
builds appliances that use the right 
voltages for running on Japanese elec 
trical currents?
Here’s another example. Recent es 
timates are that there are 100,000 
Japanese businessmen who speak 
English, and only 1,000 American 
businessmen who speak Japanese. Being 
export oriented means one must learn the 
customer’s language; he doesn’t learn 
your language. That has not been the 
American way, but it’s going to have to 
be the American way in the 1980s.
Why the growth of American 
productivity has declined
Increased productivity involves greater 
efficiency in producing a given level of 
output. Increased productivity can mean 
either producing more output with the 
same input (labor and capital), or it can 
mean producing the same level of output 
with less input.
Increased productivity is the way 
economists measure how well a nation is 
running the competivite economic race 
with the rest of the world. Whether 
productivity increases or decreases helps 
determine whether our standard of living 
rises or falls. It determines how efficient 
we can be at competing at the forefronts 
of technology with the rest of the world.
From 1948 to 1965 American produc 
tivity grew a bit more than 3 percent per 
year. From 1965 to 1972 American 
productivity grew a bit more than 2 
percent per year. From 1972 to 1977 
American productivity grew a bit more 
than one percent per year. And in 1978, 
1979, 1980, and 1982 American pro 
ductivity fell. At the end of each of 
those years the average American worker 
was producing a little less per hour of 
work than he did at the beginning of the 
year.
What was happening to our neighbors, 
our economic competitors, while our 
productivity was falling? Between 1978 
and 1981 Japanese productivity grew by 
about 7 percent per year. French produc 
tivity grew by about 5 percent per year. 
German productivity grew by about 4 
percent per year, and British productivity 
grew by about 3 percent per year. Of all 
the industrial nations in the world, only 
the United States has falling productivity. 
We are in a class by ourselves.
And there’s another important point 
about our competition. Some of those 
nations we must compete with now are 
more productive than we’ve ever been. 
Since World War II growth in Japanese 
productivity has actually averaged close 
to 8 percent per year. Do you know that 
there’s not one year in American 
economic history that we’ve had 8 percent 
growth in productivity? And on the 
average the Japanese have put thirty-five 
of those years back-to-back. That says 
we’re going to have to do something new. 
There isn’t any going back to the “good 
old days,” because our good old days 
weren’t that good relative to the competi 
tion.
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American economy.”
The next question, then, is why did Construction. Another one of the tant problem, and we’re not going to I
American productivity stop growing? thousand cuts is America’s constuction solve the American productivity problem \
And what can we do about it? Were I industry. In the United States, construe- until we turn it around,
writing an autopsy reporting the death of tion productivity is down more than 30 Service industries. Let’s think about I
American productivity, I would say the percent. The average American construe- another industry, another one of the ]
cause of death was “death by a thousand tion worker in 1980 is only 70 percent as thousand cuts that has hampered our
cuts.” Because there isn’t any one thing efficient as he or she was back in 1967. economy. Worker productivity in the
that’s killed American productivity. Now that fact alone accounts for over 20 service categories is only about 60 percen■
The problem with death by a thousand percent of the total American decline in of the national average; so when you
cuts is that preventing it means salvation productivity. That’s a double-barrel blow, move a worker into the services sector
with a thousand bandages, and it’s very because construction is a large industry, you’re lowering his productivity by aboui.
difficult to apply a thousand bandages. and construction is the industry that 40 percent. And services comprise a large |
And it’s even more difficult because many builds the factories for everybody else. An part of our economy. Even using the
of those thousand cuts benefit some inefficient construction industry makes federal government’s narrow definition ol
group of Americans. And that group of everybody else inefficient. services, which excludes wholesale and
Americans wants to leave that cut but I can’t tell you why construction retail trade, finance, insurance, com-
take care of the others. But the problem is productivity has fallen that dramatically. munications, transportation, and many ol-
that if every cut is defended and every cut It’s a bit of a mystery. There are some the others, services make up 35 percent o f '
is unbandaged, the patient bleeds to people who think it’s a measurement all the hours of work in the American
death. problem, and there’s some evidence in economy.
Agriculture. Here’s an example of why that direction. For example, if you look Altogether, 13 percent of the U.S.
our productivity has declined. Back in from the mid-fifties to the mid-seventies decline in productivity can be traced to
1948 agricultural productivity was only you will notice that construction produc- the service industries, and 40 percent of
40 percent of the national average; if a tivity output is up about 60 percent, but that 13 percent is due to declining
worker moved from an agricultural job to the use of construction materials, tons of productivity in health care. The United
industry he instantly made a 60 percent steel, tons of concrete, and so on, is up States has 40 percent of its service
gain in productivity. Since World War II about 150 percent. It seems unlikely that industry workers in the field of health
we moved 9.2 billion hours of work out every building built in the United States care. And a large component of health
of agriculture into industry, and every uses twice as much steel and twice as care is nursing homes. Our social struc-
one of those hours was a 60 percent gain much concrete as it did twenty years ago. ture is such that many of our elderly
in productivity. And that movement There are some people who think citizens live in nursing homes. And
explained 10 percent of America s declining construction productivity is due nursing homes are labor-intensive
productivity growth. The minute that to electrical power plants. Electrical operations, and intrinsically low produc-
movement stopped, the growth in power plants are a very large proportion tivity. That makes the whole problem of
productivity fell by 10 percent. of the construction industry. In the fifties health care for the elderly an important
By 1972 we were no longer moving and sixties we built assembly line oil- and part of our productivity problem. This is
workers out of agriculture; agriculture coal-fired plants. Since then we’ve been not a productivity problem in some
had become a small industry only building bogged-down nuclear power countries, where by and large the elderly
employing 3 percent of the labor force. plants. Every bogged-down nuclear plant live with their children.
Now we couldn’t move 9 billion ad- is negative construction productivity. Another 30 percent of those in
ditional work hours out of agriculture if Declining construction productivity America’s service industries are those in
we wanted to, because there’s only 8 may relate to interstate highways; something called business consulting,
billion left. highways are a big part of construction. That’s attorneys and accountants. And
Productivity in that sense is like a gold In the fifties and sixties we were building intriguingly, the way these numbers are
mine. You have a vein of high grade ore interstate highways across states such as kept, they have below-average productivi-
you follow down, but eventually every Montana and Kansas. Those were ef- ty. In a strict sense that’s true. In a civil
vein of ore peters out. And if you’re going ficient, capital-intensive construction suit there may be two lawyers working for
to get more gold out of the mine you ve projects. However, in the seventies and many hours, but there will not be any
got to have a new vein of ore. Moving eighties our projects have included output. Because if one person wins he
workers from agriculture to industry was building the Westside Highway in New gets to take some of the other person’s
one source of increased productivity for York City, where all sorts of things, like ou tpu t-h is  income-away. No new
us, but that has ended, and so far we pipes and wires, mult be moved before goods and services were produced in the
don’t have a new vein of ore. We need to getting started. That’s a much less course of that lawsuit,
do something new to restore the old rate efficient thing to do. I don’t know, and Like health care this is a segment of
of growth of productivity, especially if we nobody knows exactly what’s gone wrong our service industry where on paper at
want to compete in today s market. in construction. But it’s a terribly impor- least, we are losing productivity. And,
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“Of all the industrial nations in the world, only the United States 
has falling productivity ”
again, cultural differences are important. 
The Japanese, for example, like to point 
out that the United States has 230 million 
people and 600,000 attorneys. Japan has 
115 million people and 13,000 attorneys.
Another segment of the service industry 
is private security. In the last four years 
we added 200,000 private security guards 
to the American economy. In terms of the 
economy, private policemen represent 
negative output or negative productivity. 
They don’t produce anything. They 
guard old things. Certainly you care 
whether you or a thief has your camera, 
but the productivity statistics don’t care 
as long as you’re both Americans.
There are a million private policemen 
in the American economy. That’s a 
million people that in an honest society 
could be producing goods and services 
rather than guarding goods and services. 
Every guard, every lock, every burglar 
alarm, every prison represents negative 
productivity. And the more of them you 
have the lower your productivity is going 
to be relative to the rest of the world.
Investment—Is money the only 
problem?
Investment is another of those thousand 
cuts, and it’s an important one. But 
nobody that I know of who seriously 
studies this subject thinks that the 
investment problem explains more than 
20 percent of the productivity problem. 
The other 80 percent is due to factors like 
those I’ve already discussed.
We do need to solve the investment 
problem, but the investment problem is 
not precisely what you think it is. From 
1948 to 1965 while American productivity 
was growing a little bit more than 3 
percent a year, Americans invested 9.5 
percent of the GNP in private plant and 
equipment. In the four years while 
productivity was falling, from 1977 to 
1981, Americans invested 11.3 percent of 
the GNP in private plant and equipment. 
Investment went up 20 percent at precise 
ly the same time that American produc 
tivity declined. What happened? Did 
Americans become inefficient investors? 
Investment is up, not down. It’s up 
substantially. What’s the problem?
In the United States, the average 
American worker works with $50,000
worth of plant equipment. And that 
means that if you had a baby back there 
in 1958 in the middle of the baby boom, 
you were making an implicit promise not 
just that you would feed your baby, not 
just that you would educate your baby, 
not just that you’d clothe your baby, but 
that approximately twenty years later you 
or society would provide $50,000 to equip 
your baby to enter the labor force. And 
that’s precisely the promise we haven’t 
kept.
Investments are up substantially, but 
the rate of growth of the labor force is up 
hugely. The capital/labor ratio in the 
United States is now falling. Not because 
we’re investing less but because we have 
more workers. If the average American 
worker works with less equipment at the 
end of each year, it’s not surprising that 
the average American worker’s produc 
tivity is falling. This is a baby boom 
problem as well as an investment 
problem.
Now let’s think about this problem 
relative to the competition. The United 
States invests 11 percent of the GNP.The 
Japanese invest 20 percent of the GNP, 
almost twice as much as we do. In 
addition, the Japanese didn’t have a baby 
boom. If we are to keep up with the 
Japanese, on an investment-per-worker 
basis, we would have to invest 30 percent 
of the GNP.
Unfortunately if investment has to go 
from 11 percent to 30 percent, everything 
else has to decrease by the same 
proportion. If it takes five to ten years to 
build major new industrial facilities, our 
consumption and standard of living have 
to decrease for five or ten years to make 
that transfer of resources.
There is a simple reason why we will 
not pay for this transfer by cutting 
welfare programs for the poor. The 
bottom 20 percent of the American 
population represents 3.4 percent of the 
GNP. Even if you were willing to starve 
that 20 percent of all Americans, take 
every cent that they earn, take every 
government welfare payment away from 
them, and put that 3 percent of the GNP 
into investment, you’d have investment 
up to 14 or 15 percent of the GNP. That’s 
better than 11 percent, but it isn’t 
anywhere near what is needed. If we
aren’t willing to cut the consumption or 
standard of living of the lower middle 
class, the middle class, the upper middle 
class, and the rich, we won’t solve the 
problem.
Education and technology
I teach in an educational institution. 
Let’s think about the contributions of 
American education to the productivity 
problem. Here are two examples. The 
New York telephone company gives an 
exam to people applying to be telephone 
operators. It includes some mathematics 
and some reading. One out of every two 
people who takes that exam fails. That 
doesn’t say much for what we’re doing in 
our schools. Here’s another example. For 
eighteen consecutive years the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) scores in the United 
States have fallen. In 1981, for the first 
time in nineteen years, the scores didn’t 
go down. They didn’t go up, but they 
didn’t go down. Now nobody knows 
whether that’s a temporary pause in the 
route to illiteracy, or if that was the 
absolute bottom and we’re going up.
I was in Dallas, Texas, not long ago 
meeting with a group that could 
legitimately be called the Dallas 
“establishment.” The superintendent of 
the Dallas public schools was there; he 
made the statement that he had 100 high 
schools and junior high schools in the 
city of Dallas that didn’t have a single 
qualified math teacher. This is because 
many people with a BA in mathematics 
can get a better job than being a school 
teacher. Dallas is probably an extreme 
example, but it is not unique. I was in a 
Boston high school the other day. A few 
years ago there were thirteen math 
teachers in that high school, and today 
there is one.
The world of the future is going to be a 
scientific world. In the state of Texas 
there are 500,000 high school seniors; 
only 35,000 of them will take high school 
physics. We are outproduced by the 
Japanese two-to-one on engineers. Who 
will be the engineers of the future, with 
no science instruction in our schools? I’ll 
bet there aren’t 100 high schools in 
Tokyo without a math teacher. All of 
those things are going to have to be 
changed.
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with short-term profits
Of course, we have the same blinders 
that everybody else does. We read in the 
paper that the privately owned farming 
plots in Russia are 1.5 percent of the land 
area, and that those private plots produce 
30 percent of the food. And it seems so 
easy to see that if they just doubled the 
private plots, Russians would have a lot 
more food. But private ownership of land 
is not the Russian way. Of course, we 
know equally well what the solution to 
the Dallas problem is. Math teachers 
should be paid more than English 
teachers are paid. But we don’t want to do 
that because that’s against the American 
ethos, just like private plots are against 
the Russian ethos. But we can’t afford to 
have a whole generation of American 
children growing up without math 
teachers, whatever our ethos.
Encouraging savings
Let’s think of other groups in the 
American economy. Let’s think about the 
great American family. Last year the 
American family saved 5 percent of its 
income. The average Canadian family 
saved 11 percent of its income. The 
average German family saved 14 percent 
of its income. The average Japanese 
family saved 22 percent of its income. We 
are the lowest savers in the world by the 
factor of two. The next lower are the 
Canadians at 11. We cannot compete by 
saving 5 percent of our income. And 
remember, 5 percent is the average. Many 
American families don’t save at all, as 
that 5 percent includes the saving of the 
rich.
There are only three reasons why 
people save money. People save because 
they are misers, because they want to die 
rich, or they want to consume in the 
future. Most people save to get what they 
want in the future. But we have created a 
society where we don’t have to do that. 
And nobody saves if he doesn’t have to. It 
doesn’t make any difference whether the 
tax rate is 100 percent or 0. If you can get 
what you want without saving that is 
what most people will do.
President Reagan hopes that savings 
will increase with across-the-board tax 
cuts. That won’t work. What we need is 
to make other changes. Let’s look at what 
is done in other countries to encourage 
saving, or discourage spending.
In Germany, there are no tax 
deductions for either consumer or 
mortgage interest payments. That means 
it costs twice as much money to borrow 
money, which means Germans don’t 
borrow as much, and they don’t buy as 
much. Only in the United States can one 
deduct consumer interest payments.
In Japan, if you wish to buy a house, 
you must make a 40 percent down 
payment. In the United States there are 
cases when no down payment is required. 
That’s not the way the rest of the world 
works. It’s only the way the United States 
works.
Austrians pay a steep value-added tax; 
that’s a tax on consumption. It’s 30 
percent on luxuries, and cars are luxuries, 
and 15 percent on necessities. If an 
Austrian wants to buy a $10,000 car he 
must pay $3,000 in taxes. That’s a rather 
large sign that says “thou shall not 
consume.”
In Japan, many workers receive two- 
thirds of their pay as salary, and one-third 
as a bonus. And the bonus is paid once 
every six months. The advantage of this is 
that lower monthly income and a big 
bonus mean workers adjust their standard 
of living to that low monthly income.
And they save more out of the bonus than 
they would out of a higher monthly 
income. Also, in Japan many workers 
have no private pension plans. But on the 
day they retire they are given seven years 
of wages in cash. And they save that 
money so they will have money for the 
future.
I don’t know if these practices would 
convert Americans from 5 percent to 22 
percent savers, but I know the savings 
rate would go up. And it’s those kinds of 
things we have to think about and we 
might have to do to get the American 
savings rate up from 5 percent. It will not 
go up by across-the-board tax cuts, 
because that gives no one any incentive to 
save.
The problem of management
I want to discuss one other factor that is a 
key to the productivity problem. And 
that’s the problem of American 
management. I attended a meeting 
organized by Fortune magazine right 
before Ronald Reagan was elected
president. In the morning, executives 
from Fortune 500 firms discussed what’s I  
wrong with the American economy and | 
how to cure it. In the afternoon Japanese! 
who run American subsidiaries gave theil 
view of what’s wrong with the American j 
economy and how to cure it. One would j 
never have known each group was 
discussing the same economy.
In the morning the consensus was that J 
economic problems were all the 
government’s fault. All sorts of agencies 
and regulations were blamed. In the 
afternoon the Japanese stood up and said 
they think the problem is that Americans 
don’t know how to manage. They 
pointed out that they have many of the 
same regulatory agencies in Japan, but 
their businesses are succeeding due to 
superior management techniques.
The Japanese have powerful evidence ' 
on their side. Here are two examples. Last 
year in San Diego the Sony San Diego 
plant set the worldwide Sony productivity 
record. That’s a plant that employs a lot 
of Mexican-Americans, Japanese 
managers, and American workers. This 
was a worldwide productivity record for 
Sony. Better productivity from Sony’s 
American workers in San Diego than 
Sony’s Japanese workers in Tokyo. Then 
there is the Motorola/Mishihita plant in 
Chicago. Motorola is a good company, 
but it didn’t do well making televisions. 
Motorola’s television factory in Chicago 
didn’t produce good televisions. Some 
years ago that television factory put out 
140 defects for every 100 sets produced.
And it was producing 1,000 sets per day. 
Seven years later under Mishihita there 
were seven defects for every 100 sets 
produced, and the plant produced 2,000 
sets per day. Same workers, same union, 
only the managers were fired and new 
ones hired.
Over the last four years America’s blue 
collar productivity went up 6 percent 
while white collar productivity went 
down 4 percent. But there are 50 million 
white collar workers in the American 
private economy and 30 million blue 
collar workers. The American 
productivity problem is a white collar 
problem: it is not an assembly line 
problem.
Recently several productivity studies
6 T he Death of American Productivity/Les'ter C. Thurow
“Reaganomics is an easy answer to our problems. And it won't 
work”
have been made of the automobile with short-term profits. And this criticism I asked these thirty division managers if
industry, for obvious reasons. They all is coming not only from abroad, but from they thought 2.8 years is the right number
come to the same conclusion. Blue collar management experts here in the United for their time horizons. Everybody in the
productivity in the automobile industry is States. room thought it was too short. I asked if
still higher in Detroit than it is in Japan. The Japanese have pointed out that they would go back to their division and
Where the difference lies is management. Nissan, the company which makes manage on a longer time horizon. Not
In the average American automobile Datsuns, lost money in the American one said he would. Short-term profits are
factory there is one manager-inspector for market for ten years before it ever made a the way they are promoted,
every ten workers. In Tokyo’s Nagoya nickle. What American company would Those kinds of things have got to
factory there is one manager for every 200 go to Japan and lose hundreds of million change. Those changes are not mandated
workers. This means that the Japanese of dollars, be unsure of success, but keep in Washington, D.C. They are
manager is twenty times as efficient as his trying? It took that kind of effort for the implemented in individual firms, firm by
American counterpart, because the Japanese to break into our market. Why firm, or they don’t occur.
Japanese get along with one-twentieth as should we think we can break into their
many managers. market easily? Many Japanese Some final thoughts
In what ways can American managers corporations have fifteen-year time
improve? For one thing they can offer horizons. American firms usually have 1 m often asked if 1 am an °Ptimlsl or a
more incentives for workers to be five-year horizons. And in general, a firm Pesslmlst about Unlted States and 115
efficient. Visitors to Toyota's automobile with a fifteen-year horizon will beat a economic problems. My answer is that I
engine plant in Nagoya immediately firm with a five-year horizon every time. am an ‘ntellectual pessimist and an
notice a huge device in the middle of the Not too long ago I was at the emotional optimist. If one asked me as a
fartnrv ii rocmnhipc -i foAiknii „  • - . r f * • , hard-nosed gambler if I would or wouldiaciory. it resembles a football scoreboard. management institute of one of America s ®
W if Qn pntrine mmoc ninnr, on i____ __. .u . „  ■ . not bet on America, I would not bet onn an engine comes along on the largest tirms. In that room were thirty
assembly line and a worker notices a division managers, from divisions America. Because it’s too hard to do all
defect, he pushes a button and stops the ranging from mining to consumer tbe tbings 1 ve outlined here- 1 m asked
assembly line. And the scoreboard will electronics. We had each division for my gut reactlon> my answer 15 1 lhink
note which worker was responsible for manager put the time horizon of his or wfe mi?ht succeed Because there are lots
the defect. Everyone in the factory knows her division on the blackboard and we of Posltlve sl&ns thal Americans are
who is to blame. Since one-third of the determined the arithmetic average. It was trying new things.
workers’ income is a bonus based on 2.8 years. Now if everything has to pay (f neral1 Motors experimenting
productivity, stopping the assembly line for itself in 2.8 years, but it takes four Wlth q,ua lty contro (S S es' ^ uallty
means lower productivity for everyone. So years to build a major new industrial control circles are antithetical to General
chances are no worker’s name will appear facility, what do you do? You don’t build Motors management. That s quite a
on the scoreboard too often. major new industrial facilities. That’s change" \ m no'  sure General Motors will
Many American management theorists precisely what has happened in the sucf ed’ butat least.u ’s And there
say this type of incentive system would United States. are lots ° f other Posltlve developments
not work in the United States. But it’s Another ramification of our short time that in our economy-
already being used successfully in some horizons is our de-emphasis of research Our current economic policies, which I
industries here. So we have ample and development. American firms are on 1 in a ess e Pro activity
evidence that American workers can be concerned with quarterly profits and problem at all, are not that discouraging.
productive—if American managers can price earnings multiples because they eaganomics is an easy answer to our
learn to manage them in a way which worry about take-over bids. So they Pro. enj*s‘ e . percent in our
will make them productive. manipulate their quarterly profits. What SOC!ety have tbeir welfare Payments cut’
And there are many other ways do American firms cut first in a recession? and the rest °: u* get a tax cut' Thal s an
American management can improve They cut research and development easy answer. And it won t work. But it’s
^productivity by changing its management because that is a cheap way to manipulate not discouraging, because it s human
methods. I’ve just barely touched on a few quarterly profits. Unfortunately, that can I f jK f  10 try easy solution first.
ôf them. Our competitors use these other kill you in the long run. In the rest of the at s Yse u a ?ut ° ur current
jmanagement techniques. It’s time we world firms do not cut their research and economic policy is that after we’ve tried it
learned from them. development budgets during recessions. If and a“er we ve seen that it won’t work
| Another serious criticism of American we want to compete with their new we , be ready to ^ y a solution which will
’ management concerns what is called the products, we should put more money into work-That solution may be a painful
"time horizon.” This is the time it takes research and development. And so our one’ but by then we be ready to try. □
for a new product or a new project to emphasis on short-term profits, our
i become profitable. The consensus is that insistence upon short time horizons,
[ American managers are too caught up hurts us in the long run.
i l l
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SSifi Mo n t a n a  po l l
The Montana Poll is cosponsored by 
the Great Falls Tribune and the Bureau 
of Business and Economic Research, 
University of Montana. The quarterly 
Poll, conducted by the Bureau and 
directed by Susan Selig Wallwork, is 
based on a minimum of 400 telephone 
interviews with Montanans aged 
eighteen and older. The interviews are 
conducted by Bureau interviewers from 
its offices on the University campus in 
Missoula. Telephone numbers are ran 
domly generated by computer, using the 
Bureau's random digit sampling 
program, and the interviewers then use a 
second random sampling procedure to 
select the person in the household to be 
interviewed. This procedure eliminates 
interviewer choice in selecting the 
respondent and assures selection of a 
representative sample.
Distribution of the sample based on 
age, sex, residence, employment status, 
and income compare favorably with
Maxine C. Johnson is Director of the 
Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research and Professor of Management, 
School of Business Administration, Un 
iversity of Montana, Missoula.
available data on the state population 
and, thus, the Poll results are considered 
to be representative of Montana's actual 
adult population.
As with all sample surveys, the results 
of the Montana Poll can vary from the
Susan Selig Wallwork is Research 
Associate, Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research, University of Mon 
tana. She is Director of the Montana Poll, 
and is in charge of all Bureau survey 
research.
opinions of all Montanans because of 
chance variations in the sample. With a 
minimum statewide sample of 400, the 
overall results are subject to a margin ofi 
error of five percentage points either 
way, 95 percent of the time, because of ■ 
chance variations. That is, if one talked 
to all Montanans with phones during 
the survey period, there is only one 
chance in twenty that the findings wouh 
vary by more than five percentage points 
Findings for smaller groups of 
respondents within the overall sample 
(subsamples based on age, sex, residence, 
income, etc.) are subject to a somewhat 
higher margin of error, which would 
vary depending on the size of the 
respective subsamples.
Of course, Montana Poll results could 
also differ from other polls because of 
differences in the exact wording of 
questions, different interviewing 
methods, and differences in when the 
interviews were conducted.
Mary L. Lenihan is Editor, Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research, Un 
iversity of Montana. She is Associate 
Director of the Montana Poll.
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M ontanans and E conom ic G row th
w» the continued concern about 
long-term prospects for the Montana 
economy and the increased emphasis on 
the promotion of economic growth— 
evidenced by the creation of the state’s 
Montana Economic Development Project 
and other similar joint efforts between the 
private sector and local government— 
there is also continued interest in the 
question of how Montanans feel about 
economic growth. The Montana Poll, 
therefore, again questioned Montanans 
about their reactions to economic growth 
and their evaluation of Montana’s 
prospects over the next few years.
Attitudes toward growth: still 
overwhelmingly favorable, but 
expectations have fallen
The June 1982 Poll confirmed the 
conclusions of a year ago, from the June 
1981 survey: Montanans overwhelmingly 
endorse at least a moderate amount of 
economic growth in the near future. This 
is true of all sorts of people throughout 
the state—old and young, high income 
and low income, eastern Montanans and 
western Montanans, Republicans and 
Democrats, liberals and conservatives.
When asked what would be best for 
Montana, 91 percent of the Poll 
respondents said the state economy 
should grow anywhere from a moderate 
amount to a great deal over the next five 
years. Only 7 percent said not too much 
or not at all. A year ago, 83 percent of 
those questioned favored at least a 
moderate amount of growth (table 1).
But some things have changed since a 
year ago—notably Montanans’ evaluation 
of the current economic situation and 
their expectations for the future. In June 
1981, at least half of those polled felt that 
the Montana economy was doing pretty 
well or extremely well. That proportion 
is down to one-third today, while 60 
percent see the economy as doing pretty 
badly or very badly. In western Montana, 
where the hard hit forest and mining 
industries provide much of the economic 
base, about 80 percent of the respondents
•  M ontanans overwhelmingly 
endorse at least a moderate 
am ount of economic growth for 
the state in the near future.
•  In June  1981, at least half of 
those polled felt that the M on 
tana economy was doing pretty 
well or extremely well. T hat 
proportion is down to one-third 
today.
•  Respondents gave state govern 
m ent comparatively high scores 
for helping the state economy 
to grow and for acting respon 
sibly.
•  Those polled generally viewed 
labor unions and environmen 
tal groups as holding back 
economic growth in the state.
•  M ontanans are about evenly 
split as to whether major 
corporations help or hinder 
economic growth.
•  M ontana Poll results now and a 
year ago indicate that M on 
tanans view economic growth 
in a positive way.
described the economy as doing badly. 
East of the Divide, only half of those 
questioned gave that response (table 2).
Montanans also are somewhat less 
optimistic about the future than they 
were a year ago. They are more likely to 
predict only a moderate amount of 
growth over the next five years, as 
opposed to a good deal or a great deal. In 
spite of the current problems in their 
area, western Montanans share the view 
that there will be at least some economic 
growth (table 3) .
Montanans pin their hopes for growth 
on natural resources, most especially 
energy resources. The potential for 
outdoor recreation and tourism and 
Montana’s agricultural and timber 
resources also were named as factors
encouraging economic growth. There 
was little consensus on what discourages 
growth with location, climate, lack of 
major industry, taxes, transportation 
problems, environmental policies and 
“no growth” attitudes, state and local 
government and labor unions all 
mentioned as factors hindering economic 
growth in Montana. Some respondents 
also referred to national conditions or 
situations over which the state has no 
real control, such as inflation, interest 
rates, the housing market, and so forth.
Influencing growth: who 
helps and who hinders?
Any number of economic and political 
institutions may have an influence on 
economic growth in the state, and the 
Montana Poll asked about six in 
particular: small business, major 
corporations, labor unions, 
environmental groups, state government, 
and the public as a whole. Specifically, 
the respondents were asked to express 
their opinions about whether these 
groups help or hinder economic growth, 
or have no effect, and whether these 
groups act responsibly or irresponsibly 
with respect to economic growth.
Overall, small business received by far 
the strongest endorsement for helping 
the economy to grow. Next were state 
government and the public as a whole.
At the other end of the spectrum were 
labor unions and environmental groups, 
which those polled generally viewed as 
holding back economic growth. 
Montanans apparently have mixed 
feelings about major corporations; those 
who said they are helping economic 
growth were just about counterbalanced 
by those who thought they are holding it 
back (table 4).
When asked whether these same 
groups are acting responsibly or 
irresponsibly with respect to economic 
growth, small business once again 
received the most favorable rating. Also 
receiving high scores were state 
government and the general public.
Labor unions, on the other hand, ranked
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Table 1
What ant youA. (eelingi about how much the i ta te  
economy ihould gnotv in  the next line yearn, —
■Li i t  ijoua Reeling that i t  would be b u t  (on
Uontana i (  the economy anew . . .  .  .  . _ .Great Good Fair/H oderate Not Too Not a t  
Deal Deal Amount Much A ll
June 1981 98 19t 55% 13% 2%
June 1982 lo t I8 t 63% 6% 1%
Eastern Montana 8 t 18% 64% 6% 2%
Western Montana 14% 18% . I f f 4% 0%
N otes: The June 1981 P o ll asked th is  q u estion  o n ly  o f  th ose who sa id  they were fa m ilia r  w ith  the term 
"economic growth"; the June 1982 P o ll asked t h is  o f  a l l  respondents. The category  " fa ir  amount" (used In 
1981) was rev ised  to  "moderate amount" In 1982. Percentages do not add to  100 due to  rounding and the 
om ission  o f  m iscellan eou s responses from the ta b le .
Table 2
How do you (ee l about the way th ingi one going 
in  Uontana th u e  dayi -- genenalty ipeaking, 
would you iay  the  Uontana economy i i  doing . . .
Extrem ely P re tty P re tty Very
Wei 1 Well Badly Badly
June 1981 3% 53% 33% 6%
June 1982 1% 32% 44% 16%
E astern  Montana I t 40% 40% 10%
W estern Montana 0% 13% 52% 29%
Note: P ercen tages do not add to  100 due to  rounding and th e  o m ission  o f  m isce lla n eo u s  resp on ses.
Table 3
l a i t  youn (eeting th a t in  the next (ive









Not a t  
A ll
June 1981 10% 20% 40% 24% 3%
June 1982 6% 11% 52% 24% 3%
E astern Montana 6% 10% 52% 25% 3%
W estern Montana 6% 12% 51% 22% 4%
Note: The June 1981 P o ll asked th is  q u estion  o n ly  o f  th o se  who sa id  they were fa m ilia r  w ith  th e  term 
"economic growth"; th e  June 1982 P o ll asked th is  o f  a l l  respondents. The ca tegory  " fa ir  amount" (used In 
1981) was r e v ised  to  "moderate amount" in  1982. Percentages do not add to  100 due t o  rounding and the 
om ission  o f  m isce lla n eo u s resp on ses from th e  ta b le .
lowest—less than one-half of the 
respondents felt they are acting 
responsibly. Finally, major corporations 
and environmental groups, for the most 
part, were thought to be acting 
responsibly relative to economic growth, 
but by noticeably smaller margins (table 
5).
Why are labor unions thought to hold 
back economic growth and act 
irresponsibly? The most often cited 
reasons given by respondents were that 
labor unions think only of themselves
when making demands for wages and 
working conditions and are not taking 
into account the current economic 
conditions and the economy in general. 
One respondent summed it up this way, 
“They keep asking for too much.” A 
sizable number also mentioned that 
strikes hurt the entire economy, but the 
benefits accrue only to union members. 
Finally, some Montanans apparendy feel 
that labor unions have become too 
powerful, have abused their power, and 
have outlived their usefulness.
Environmental groups were thought til 
be hindering economic growth, but theiri 
actions were generally judged to be 
responsible. The most often cited ways ir 
which they are holding back economic ! 
growth were the groups’ insistence on 
strict environmental standards, their 
impact on business and industry, and 
their negative impact on energy 
development in particular. “They go 
overboard. Too extreme. They should be 
more moderate and not bog things 
down,” was a typical reaction.
But even though many Montanans 
think environmentalists may be 
hindering economic growth, a majority 
(about 59 percent) of the respondents 
believe environmental groups are acting ] 
responsibly. Typical was the Montanan 
who said, “They’re acting responsibly for 
what they do, but hurting industry and 
the economy.” Sizable portions of those 
who thought environmental groups are 
acting irresponsibly suggested they are 
interested only in their own welfare or 
goals and they are opposed to growth or 
development and will not compromise 
with opposing viewpoints. And an 
ambivalence which may be common to a 
number of Montanans came through in 
comments such as “I don’t know which I 
want, the nature or the jobs” and 
“Scenery’s great but you can’t eat it.”
Montanans have mixed emotions about 
major corporations also. They are about 
evenly split as to whether they help or 
hinder economic growth. A slight 
majority (52 percent) believe they act 
responsibly with respect to economic 
growth. In describing how major 
corporations hold back growth, re 
spondents used a series of words which 
have become familiar to all Montanans: 
“plant closures, cutbacks, layoffs, 
pullouts, and shut downs.” Some 
respondents suggested that in some cases 
these actions may have been justified. A 
lack of interest in the needs of the public 
and an overemphasis on profits were 
mentioned by many Montanans who 
believed big business is acting 
irresponsibly. “They don’t care about the 
people; they care about the bucks” was a 
typical comment.
Political preferences apparently affect 
Montanans’ attitudes toward major 
corporations, labor unions, and 
environmental groups. Even though there 
were many exceptions, these attitudes 
generally conformed with traditional 
stereotypes. Republicans, for example, 
were more likely than Democrats to say
10 M ontanans and Economic Grow th/Johnson and Wallwork
that major corporations are helping the 
I economy to grow and are acting
■ responsibly with respect to economic 
growth. Democrats, on the other hand,
: were more favorable than were 
: Republicans toward labor unions and 
, environmental groups — they thought
■ that these two groups are acting 
responsibly with respect to economic
[ growth. Even Democrats, however,
§ thought that labor unions and
■ environmental groups generally are
| holding back economic growth (table 6).
A chang ing  po litica l 
i environm ent?
I Economic growth is apparently losing its 
“dirty word” image in Montana (table 
7). Montana Poll results (now and a year 
. ago) indicate that Montanans generally 
view economic growth in a positive way, 
associating it with a healthy economy, 
and overwhelmingly endorse at least a 
- moderate amount of economic growth 
j over the next five years. And a substantial 
| number of Montanans say they perceive 
i some change in overall attitudes toward 
| growth. Almost one-half of the 
; respondents said that Montana as a 
whole is now more receptive toward 
economic growth than it was five years 
ago; in addition, about one-third saw no 
change in attitudes.
Somewhat the same public perception 
is apparent with regard to the attitudes 
of state government toward economic 
.growth. Respondents gave state 
igovernment comparatively high scores 
for helping the state economy to grow 
and for acting responsibly relative to 
economic growth. About 44 percent said 
state government is now more receptive 
to economic growth than it was five 
years ago. Almost the same proportion, 
however (39 percent), saw no change in 
state government’s attitudes.
Growth and the quality of life
Any discussion of the standard of living 
in Montana usually leads to references to 
the quality of life here. The June 1982 
(Poll asked respondents about the effect 
pf economic growth on both the 
(standard of living (defined as the things 
oeople have) and the qualify of life 
overall (all aspects of life in general) 
table 8). A majority of respondents said 
j-he average Montanan’s standard of 
1 iving and quality of life improve when
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Table 4
P u b tic  i n p u t  s i o n s  .0$ t h e  im p a c t o (  c e r t a i n  
f u n d *  of, Montana g w u p t  on econom ic  
gxousth i n  t h t  s t a t e  .  .  .
H elp ing  the  
Economy 
to  Grow
No Real E ffe c t  
E ith er  
Way





Small b u s in e ss 71* 198 92 48
Hajor co rp o ra tio n s J t t 168 362 82
Labor unions 23* 172 472 92
Environm ental groups 19* 242 462 82
S ta te  government 41* 292 162 122
P u b l1c a s  a whole 48* 302 11| 62
Table 5
P u b tic  i m p r e s s i o n s  o f  t h e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  
t h e  a c t io n s  of, c o n ta in  k in d s  of, Montana 
g eo u p t r e l a t i v e  t o  econom ic g ro w th  in  
t h e  s t a t e  . . .
R esponsib le 1rrespons b le Don11
Very Somewhat Somewhat Very Know
Small b u s in e ss 372 522 42 18 52
Major co rp oration s 82 442 278 112 82
Labor unions 82 352 302 14* 92
Environm ental groups 158 44* 212 98 62
S ta te  government 162 632 102 22 62
P u b lic  a s  a whole 202 602 122 12 4*
Table 6
no n ten a n t’ im p u ta tio n s o {  c e r ta in  groups 
r e la t i v e  t o  economic grow th, by 
p o l i t i c a l  p tM u a s io n  o f  responden t . . .





No E ffect  
Either  
Way






Ity o f Actions 
Irresponsib le
Small business
Democrats 672 20* 7* 87*
Repub1 leans 748 172 5* 92* 4*
Hajor corporations
Democrats 352 162 418 49*
Repub 1i cans 472 152 278 60* 29*
Labor unions
Democrats 342 18* 37* 53*
Republicans 162 152 59* 382 55*
Env1ron mente1 groups
Democrats 182 312 40* 68*
Repub1icans 172 162 59* 54* 41*
S tate government
Democrats 462 28* 16* 81*
Repub1icans 368 31* 17* 78* 13*
Public as a whole
Democrats 48* 34* 14* 81*
Repub 1 leans 478 27* ■ 7* 84* 12*
N ote: P ercen tages do n o t add to  100 due to  rounding and the om iss io n  o f  m isc e lla n e o u s  r e sp o n ses .
N ote: P ercen tages do n o t add to  100 due to  rounding and th e  o m ission  o f  m isc e lla n e o u s  resp on ses.
Notes: "Democrats'1 and "Republicans," In each ca se , Include both committed and "lean ing ."  Percentages do
not add to  100 In each case  because o f rounding and the om ission o f m iscellaneous responses.
Table 7
Montanans w z a c  a&ked about theM  
ficunitioAity w ith the. tenm 
"economic gfiowth"
79% said they were fa m ilia r with 
the te'p'm
21% were not fa m ilia r w ith i t
They wene al&o asked .
what "economic g/iowth" 
means to  them
Only
3*»% said growth in business or industry, 
new or expanding business or 
industry
28% said more jobs and employment
19% said more individual prosperity, 
improved w ell-being , less need 
fo r welfare
19% said a s tab le , improving, or 
growing economy
8% said financial growth in general 
or more money c ircu la ting  in the 
area
6% said more business prosperity or 
an improved clim ate or potential 
for business
6% said population growth
2% cited decidedly negative impacts 
(more in fla tio n , uncontrolled 
growth, environmental damage, 
e tc .)
and to dettchi.be the 
opposite o i economic 
gtiowth
And 15% were unable to define the term
33% said depression or economic disaster 
27% said recession or economic decline 
8% said economic stagnation 
5% said unemployment
Note: Percentages do not add to 100 because (in  the f i r s t  case) many respondents
gave more than one response and (in  both cases) only the most frequently 
mentioned responses are shown.
Table 8
the economy grows. Fewer than one in 
ten believe either the living standard or 
the quality of life is adversely affected by 
economic growth.
When asked about the effect on their 
own lives, respondents were slightly less 
enthusiastic. A small majority agreed
that economic growth would result in an 
improved standard of living and quality 
of life for them personally, although 
sizable proportions maintained things 
would stay about the same. Again, less 
than 10 percent anticipated a change for 
the worse. □
How Montanans Fed  
About Reaganomics
MARY L. LENIHAN
Faced with continuing high interest 
rates and high unemployment, Mon 
tanans recently voiced their opinions on 
the Reagan Administration’s economic 
program. Apparently the verdict is still 
out, because their views are mixed. While 
many Montanans said that the Admin 
istration’s economic performance to 
date has not been good, about as many 
indicated they still agree with the basic 
premise of Reaganomics — that big 
government is to blame for the nation’s 
economic woes.
When asked which of three institutions 
— big business, big labor, or big 
government — is to blame for the 
nation’s current economic problems, 
about 60 percent cited big government. 
(Fourteen percent named big business 
and 11 percent, big labor.) Although 
President Reagan has no monopoly on 
this position, it is, of course, what he has 
been saying since he began his presiden 
tial campaign, and that stand is con 
sidered one of the reasons he was elected. 
So it appears that a clear majority of 
Montanans still agrees with the 
philosophy which is the cornerstone of 
the President’s economic policies (table 
1 ) .
But how have the President’s policies 
done so far? Montanans have now had 
more than a year to evaluate the Reagan 
Administration’s economic program. 
Many parts of the state are still mired in 
recession, so it is perhaps not surprising 
that when asked to rate the actual 
performance of the President’s program 
thus far, a majority of Montanans gave 
the President fair or poor marks (table 2). 
However, less than half said that 
Reagan’s economic policies have actually 
hurt them, and most of the others said the 
policies have made no difference in their 
lives. A small number — one in ten — 
reported that they have even been helped 
by the President’s plan (table 3).
There is further evidence that Mon 
tanans are not yet ready to abandon the
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’resident’s economic policies. The Mon- 
ana Poll asked how confident Mon- 
anans are that President Reagan’s 
conomic programs will actually make 
(he nation’s economy healthy again, 
tbout half expressed some degree of 
ionfidence, while the other half indicated 
ittle or no confidence (table 4).
The consensus, then, seems to be this: 
Montanans don’t think the President’s 
>olicies have performed well thus far. But 
nore than half said that his program has 
ither had no effect on their lives or that 
t has helped. About half maintain some 
legree of confidence that in time Presi 
dent Reagan’s policies will make the 
lation’s economy healthy again. And 
Montanans agree decisively with the 
’resident that big government is to blame 
;or the nation’s problems.
Which Montanans are most likely to 
upport President Reagan’s economic 
■policies? Are the traditionally Republican 
segments of the population remaining 
politically loyal? Is the Administration’s 
conomic program a partisan issue?
For the most part, the Montana Poll 
jesults indicate that the answer to all 
jhese questions is yes. For each of the four 
juestions regarding Reaganomics, the 
argest measure of support for the 
Administration came, not surprisingly, 
rom those who said they had voted for 
’resident Reagan in 1980 and those who 
aid they were Republicans.
Poll respondents who are political 
onservatives (but not necessarily 
Republican) also were more likely to be 
;■upportive of Reagan’s economic policy. 
Many in this group have traditionally 
j>een likely supporters of Republican 
programs. □
Table 1
Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to  rounding and because m iscellaneous responses
have been om itted.
Montanans’ Standard of Living: Assessment and Outlook
NICOLE FLEMMING
w ith the nation, including Montana,
■ n the midst of an economic slump, it is 
reassuring to know that most Montanans 
| till think this state is a pretty nice place 
f o live and work. At least that’s what 
Montana Poll respondents interviewed 
bver the past year (in June and December 
1-981 and June 1982) indicated when 
[questioned about their individual stan 
dard of living (table 5).
Even though Montanans readily admit 
the economic situation in the state, 
particularly in western Montana, is not 
good, three-quarters of Poll respondents 
across the state continue to say they are 
either completely or somewhat satisfied 
with their standard of living.
And over the twelve-month period 
from June 1981 to June 1982, the great 
majority — 80 percent or more — 
reported that their standard of living 
continued to be either about the same or
(in about 20 percent of the cases) better 
than the previous year.
Those may be surprising numbers, 
given the facts of rising unemployment, 
major plant closures across the state, and 
a depressed economy in general. But 
Montanans remain optimistic. Only a 
small percentage — about the same 
proportion as in June 1981 — think 
their standard of living will be worse a 
year from now. And a third are looking 
forward to a better standard of living. □
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Table 5
Is Montana Becoming 
More Conservative?
I n  general, the Democratic and 
Republican parties have come to be 
identified with liberalism and conser 
vatism, respectively. For the most part, 
these labels seem to be appropriate here 
in Montana. Over half of the conser 
vatives questioned by the Montana Poll 
described themselves as Republicans or 
leaning toward the GOP and 64 percent 
of the liberals said they were Democrats 
or leaned toward the Democratic Party 
(table 6).
Looking at the results from a different 
perspective, Montana’s Republicans con 
firm that they tend toward political 
conservatism. A large proportion — 83 
percent — of those who identified 
themselves as Republicans said they were 
conservative or leaning toward that 
viewpoint (table 7).
Democrats, however, lived up to that 
party’s reputation for diversity. Only 38 
percent of the self-described Democrats 
said they were liberal or leaning toward 
liberalism. But a larger proportion — 47 
percent — said they were conservatives or 
leaning that way. □
How do you ie e l about youn Atandand liv in g  n igh t now — would you Aay 
you am  completely A a tu  fried, Aomewhat 6a lii, fried, Aomewhat 
diAAatlAfried, on completely dlAAatlA fried?
Completely or Somewhat or
Somewhat S a tis fie d  Completely D issatis fied
June 1982 75% 22%
December 1981 78% 20%
June 198F- : 75% 22%
14 Is Montana Becoming More Conservative?
Thinking back a yean. ago, would you t>ay you)i standand o& liv in g  now i& 
betten. on. wbsc&c than i t  wcu> a yean, ago, on. about th e  &ame?
About the 
Better Same Worse
June 1982 20% | f |  20%
December 1981 |8% 6f% 14%
June 1981 22% 60% 18%
And looking ahead, |do you expzctyoun. ntandand 6& liv in g  a yean. &nom now 
to  be betten. on won&e than i t  i& now, on. about th e  &ame?
About the 
Better Same Worse
June 1982 35% 47% 14%
December I98 I 30% 58% 10%
June 1981 35% 49% 12%
Table 6
P o lit ic a l preference (se lf-describ ed  P o lit ic a l po sition  on most p o lit ic a l  
by respondent): issues today (s e lf-d e sc rib ed ):
Democrat 29% L ibera l 11%
Democrat leaning 12% L ibera l leaning 13%
Independent or ne ith er 19% Middle o f  the road 14%
Republican leaning 11% Conservative leaning 32%
Republican 25% Conservative 26%
Note: Based on the to ta l Montana Poll sample o f  416; percentages do not
add to 100 because o f rounding and the omission o f miscellaneous responses.
Table 7
S elf-described p o lit ic a l position o f  Democrats and Republicans:
All
Democrat Repub1ican Respondents
Libera l 38% 12% 24%
Conservative 47% 83% 58%
85% 95% 82%
S elf-described p o lit ic a l preference o f lib e ra ls  and conservatives:
All
Libera l Conservative Respondents
Democrat 64% 33% 41%
RepubIi can 19% 54% 36%
83% 87% 77%
Notes: Each o f the p o lit ic a l "categories" (Democrat and Republican,
lib e ra l and conservative) includes both the comnitted and those who 
described themselves as " le a n in g ."  Percentages do not add to  100 because 
o f the omission o f those who said they were "middle o f  the road" or 
p o lit ic a l independents and the omission o f  miscellaneous responses.
A n  educated, literate business woman 
was unhappy recently when a memo 
she’d sent out to clarify an earlier memo 
came back with “what do you mean by 
this?” scribbled across the top. It’s easy 
for a writer to forget that not everyone 
understands jargon or shares the same 
perspective. And it’s not until colleagues 
seek clarification of the “obvious” that 
writers are compelled to become readable. 
In this case the woman was fortunate. She 
was told she hadn’t made her point. Too 
often readers assume they understand the 
writer’s intent and that’s when com 
munication disasters can occur.
Because writing clearly is difficult 
business writers often place the burden of 
understanding on their readers. A com 
mon rationalization for miscom- 
munications is “it is his responsibility to 
understand me.” While the audience may 
make a convenient scapegoat, it is the 
writer who is responsible for clear 
communication. And because com 
munications problems can cause time- 
consuming and costly mistakes, it is 
worth the extra effort to develop a clear 
and positive communications style.
How does one measure the readability 
of an organization’s messages? Through a 
business communications audit. A 
business communications audit evaluates 
the readability of common organizational 
messages, such as in-house signs, con 
tracts, invoices, goodwill notes, memos, 
letters, and reports. Through a business 
communications audit writers become 
aware of communication problems and 
pinpoint what they need to do to improve 
their writing.
Who should conduct the business 
communications audit? Advertising agen 
cies, communications consultants, and
The Business Communications Audit: 
Evaluating and Improving 
Business Communications
MARY ELLEN CAMPBELL
in-house public relations people are 
excellent sources when seeking a business 
communications auditor. In fact the only 
stipulation in selecting a business com 
munications auditor is that whoever 
audits the communications should not 
have written them. Writers become 
accustomed, even attached, to their 
writing. Evaluators must objectively 
question format, syntax, and usage; the 
writer is usually too involved with the 
message to be objective about its 
readability.
A business communications audit 
should evaluate the type of image the 
following written messages project for the 
firm:
Posted in-house signs
Business signs should be stated positively 
because a positively stated message is 
more effective than a negatively stated 
one. The image a sign projects can be 
almost as important as the information it 
conveys. For example, a recreation area in 
Montana posts a sign in every motel 
room warning patrons “your day ends at 
11:00 a.m.” The tone of the sign suggests 
that leaving the motel is terminal. How 
much better it would be to simply state 
“check-out time is 11 o’clock.”
In other instances businesses post 
warnings to customers which imply they 
are thieves or clods. For example, “All 
sales final,” “Absolutely no returns,”
“You break it; you bought it,” assure a 
reader that the business does not care 
about the customer. Instead of assaulting 
the customer with curt threats a business 
could post tactful statements which 
would provide an explanation of the 
policy. Instead of saying “All sales final,” 
a business could do as one Montana store 
does and post “For your sanitary protec 
tion, we do not exchange bathing suits. 
Please choose carefully.” This statement 
points out to customers the benefit of the 
no-exchange policy. A restriction on
consumer choice may be viewed by 
consumers as beneficial if businesses 
provide a positive explanation. A 
business communications audit can easily 
identify problems like this.
Contracts and forms
Many accountants admit that when they 
write letters to clients they use language 
that “takes a CPA to wade through.” And 
few people attempt to wrestle with the 
“legalese” of contracts without an at 
torney. Today’s customers, however, are 
angered by agreements they can’t under 
stand and offended by reports they can’t 
decipher. Clients have become suspicious 
of private firms and government agencies 
that can’t state findings or requirements 
in clear English.
To help create a positive customer 
attitude one California bank recently 
transformed into one clear paragraph a 
legal agreement that had been a muddled, 
legalistic two pages for as long as anyone 
could remember. A new employee in the 
bank observed that the old contract was 
unreadable. The other bankers hadn’t 
thought about changing the form because 
it had always read that way. The new 
employee was able to institute change
Mary Ellen Campbell is Assistant 
Professor of Management, School of 
Business Administration, University of 
Montana, Missoula. She specializes in the 
field of business communications.
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because he was unaccustomed to banking 
language. The business communications 
audit is a more reliable way to identify 
arcane usage than depending on new 
employees. The audit critically assesses 
the readability of all contracts and forms.
Auditing contracts for clarity is a wise 
investment. It could save time in coiirt. 
But trouble created from unclear con 
tracts doesn’t end with legal problems. 
Clients can develop misgivings about the 
intent of agreements they don’t under 
stand. At best, complicated phrasing can 
be attributed to management’s outdated 
thinking. At worst, unclear language may 
be seen as part of a larger scheme of 
questionable business practices. In any 
case unreadable contracts reflect negative 
ly on those who use them.
Invoices
Besides being clear, invoices must com 
municate a positive tone. The very 
existence of an invoice is negative; 
invoices can’t afford the burden of 
judgmental words. One such word is 
“delinquent.” Although it is often seen 
on statements it should never be used.
The word “delinquent” is often 
associated with destructive, irresponsible 
behavior, and it is a particularly harsh 
word to use with a client. The firm that 
uses “delinquent” probably is not trying 
to insult its customers. Yet the word is 
insulting in spite of the writer’s intent. 
“Failure” is another word which com 
monly appears on messages to those with 
overdue accounts. “Failure” has earned 
the dubious honor of being one of the 
most universally disliked words in the 
English language. It’s a judgmental word 
which many people view as a personal 
insult.
Positive, objective messages are better 
received than negative, judgmental ones. 
Negative language increases hostility 
without accomplishing desired results. If 
a business sends out a reminder to an 
overdue account it should avoid the type 
of chiding language found in the follow 
ing collection letter:
“If you condnue to fail to respond to our 
invoices, we’ll assume you no longer want 
our services. We will then be forced to 
terminate your credit with us.”
Instead of promoting cooperation the 
message provoked combat. How much 
more effective it would have been to 
discuss a positive solution, such as a 
payment plan. Notice the difference in 
the relationship between the writer and 
the reader when the message conveys a 
positive tone. The customer is more 
inclined to respond favorably to a letter 
which states:
“If you are like the rest of us, you have a 
lot of work to do. Since this letter is now 
at the top of the pile, why not start with 
our request? The following invoices are 
past due and seem to be unpaid:
(invoice informa don)
By mailing a check for full or partial 
payment today, you save the bother of 
dealing with a follow-up request. If you 
have a problem with this invoice, or if you 
would like to begin a partial payment 
schedule, write a note of explanation at 
the bottom of this letter, and send it back. 
Even in hard times, we want to maintain a 
good reladonship with our customers.”
This collection letter’s positive tone 
suggests that the writer is a reasonable 
person who might help work out a 
solution. Instead of using negative 
language the letter states what is due and 
then makes it convenient for the reader to 
respond. At least for a first collection 
letter the positive approach will be more 
likely to open communicadon than 
threats. Negative language should not be 
used until a firm is ready to do what it 
threatens.
A business communicadons audit 
forces managers to concentrate on 
positive solutions to their accounts 
receivable problems rather than browbeat 
clients with messages that create frustra 
tion and ill-will.
Goodwill messages
Goodwill communications create posidve 
rapport with clients and employees. They 
provide an informal and inexpensive way 
to remind customers a firm is still in 
business; they are an excellent tool for 
giving employees posidve feedback. A 
communications audit reveals if those 
messages written succeeded in conveying 
goodwill.
What classifies as a goodwill message-1 
Messages the writer is not obligated to ] 
send which are posidve and bring good A 
news. Common types of goodwill 
messages are:
1. Letters to clients congratulating 
them or their employees on news , 
you heard about them.
2. Holiday or special greetings to 
customers thanking them for their ' 
business.
3. Notes to employees on letterhead 
stationery offering special recogni- - 
tion for a job well done.
If the only communication the cus 
tomer receives from a firm is an in 
voice, the customer will always associate ? 
the firm with an outstanding debt. And i 
the personnel department only mails 
pink slips employees will never read thei 
mail. But if a firm sends goodwill 
messages, customers and employees alike 
develop a personal commitment and 
loyalty to it. Customers want to mean 
more to a company than just an invoice; 
employees want to mean more to an 
employer than just a social security 
number.
The business communicadons audit 
forces a firm to recognize its commitment 
to its clients and its workers because the 
audit shows how many goodwill 
messages have been sent. If managers 
know their goodwill messages will be 
evaluated they’ll take the time to write 
them.
Business letters, memos, and 
reports
A business communicadons audit also 
focuses on the readability of daily cor 
respondence and reports. Three com 
ponents of readability which should be 
considered are: the use and definition of 
qualitative words, organization, and 
appropriateness of language. The latter 
requires application of a readability 
formula.
Qualitative words. Writers can easily 
forget that readers do not share their 
enthusiasm or their involvement in a 
subject. Even when the audience and the 
writer share the same perspective about a 
topic they may not agree on the meaning 
of language. To communicate effectively
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“Audience interest should he the overriding consideration in how 
a letter or report is organized ”
the writer needs to eliminate a major 
source of language confusion: qualitative 
words.
The meanings of qualitative words 
may vary according to the reader. These 
words generally are adverbs and adjec 
tives. Some people call them “judgment” 
or "color words.” Because these words are 
familiar, writers often assume the reading 
audience understands their meaning. For 
example, two common qualitative words 
are “soon” and “big.” In the sentence 
"soon the big accounts will be coming 
our way” there are many possible inter 
pretations of the words “soon” and 
“big.” In fact, what is regarded as “soon” 
and “big” to one person might be 
considered “late” and “small” to another. 
The word “soon” needs to have a specific 
reference, e.g., tomorrow; “big” should be 
explained with a concrete dollar amount, 
e.g., $10,000.
Confusing messages are usually riddled 
with qualitative words. To prevent 
misunderstanding the writer will often 
try to clarify the message by substituting 
one qualitative word for another. Instead 
of “soon” the writer uses “right away.” 
“Big” is transformed to “very large.” The 
writer calls on synonyms to explain his 
meaning, yet synonyms are no help to the 
audience. They are just different 
qualitative words that derive meaning 
based on the audience’s profession and 
background. If specifics aren’t provided 
by the writer readers provide their own 
defintions. And a reader’s personal 
meanings may be totally different from 
the message the writer intended.
Employees in a state agency couldn’t 
understand why they were in so much 
I trouble with auditors. The staff members 
[declared they had followed directions of 
[their accountants “to the letter.” It was 
idiscovered that the directives had been 
written in qualitative language. What is 
“reasonable time,” or "proper record 
keeping methods”? Meanings vary ac 
cording to the audience.
The business communications audit 
Unearths qualitative words. Through the 
tudit the writer learns to recognize and to 
Jse qualitative words so they are infor 
mative rather than dangerous. Backed 
with specifics qualitative words can be a 
'tool for readability rather than a source of 
1 misunderstanding.
Organization. Audience interest should 
be the overriding consideration in how a 
letter or report is organized. If writers 
don’t capture the audience’s interest 
within the first fifty words the message is 
likely to be disregarded. If the readers are 
not interested they will set aside the 
report or memo. However, according to 
marketing experts, if the reader is in 
terested in the subject he will gobble up 
3,500 words without tiring. Writers must 
begin with what is most interesting to the 
reader.
Too often writers communicate using a 
chronological organizational pattern. 
This is the same type of organizational 
pattern followed by many textbooks that 
for years have been used to cure insom 
nia. A writer is lured into this 
chronological organizational trap because 
it’s easy to keep a report organized if one 
describes the events as they occur — one 
after the other. While the writer facilitates 
his own task by using the chronological 
approach, he loses his audience.
One research scientist was given an 
assignment to write a report to explain 
technical facts about mosquito behavior 
to a group of company executives. Rather 
than follow her natural inclination to 
start with the life cycle she organized the 
report around what she considered to be 
the most interesting data for her 
audience. She began the report by 
discussing the mosquito’s sting.
The company executives praised her 
report as being extremely interesting and 
the best scientific report they’d ever read. 
Her clever organization of the topic made 
a three-page technical explanation 
palatable to her audience. Now everyone 
in her department seeks her "expert” 
writing advice.
Compare this report’s acceptance with 
the reception of a report written by a 
corporate engineer not too long ago. An 
engineer designed an efficient high 
technology system to replace an old 
process. The engineer wrote up his ideas 
and submitted the report to a vice 
president. The engineer’s idea was re 
jected as “infeasible” by the vice president 
who declared he couldn’t understand 
“that stuff.” A month later a similar idea 
submitted by another engineer was hailed 
as a “brilliant new concept.” The first 
engineer was angry and demoralized.
The organizational pattern made the 
difference. The second engineer began her 
report with an idea the vice president 
found fascinating. She began her report 
by discussing improved results. The first 
engineer had begun his report by explain 
ing the process.
A business communications audit can 
assess how writers approach a topic. If 
clients are turning down suggestions or 
not accepting proposals the organization 
may not be geared to their interest. 
Sometimes the auditor needs to make 
only one or two suggestions to help the 
writer out of the chronological rut.
Application of a readability formula. 
Along with using specifics to explain 
qualitative words and organizing 
material for the audience the writer must 
make certain that the language is ap 
propriate for the audience’s comprehen 
sion level. To help writers assess the 
clarity of their writing the business 
communications auditor can use a 
readability formula such as the Gunning 
Fog Index.1 The Fog Index tells writers 
the approximate number of years of 
education the audience needs to under 
stand the message. The Fog Index is not a 
perfect predictor since short technical 
terms escape detection, but the Fog Index 
is a tool one can use when attempting to 
determine readability.
Almost all audiences prefer to read well 
below their education levels. The most 
popular magazines in the United States, 
for example, have a Fog Index of 5 or 6. 
Newsweek and The Wall Street Journal 
have a Fog Index of about 11. PhDs won’t 
spend prolonged periods of time reading 
material with a Fog Index over 13. And 
yet business correspondence often reaches 
a Fog Index of 17 or 20!
To use the Fog Index, the evaluator:
1. Selects a representative passage from 
the letter or report.
2. Counts out 100 words ending with the 
sentence nearest to 100.
'The Fog Index was developed in ihe 1940s by 
the late Robert Gunning, a professional writer 
and editor. Robert Gunning Associates was a 
firm established to help corporations and staffs 
of publications improve their writing.
L
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“Almost all audiences prefer to read well below their education 
levels
S. Determines the average number of 
words in a sentence by dividing the 
total number of words by the number 
of sentences. (Each independent clause 
is to be counted as a sentence.)
4. Counts the number of difficult words 
in the passage (words with three or 
more syllables). In counting, exclude: 
capitalized words, simple compounds 
(such as bookkeeper, butterfly) and 
verbs whose third syllable is “ed” or 
“es.”
5. Adds the average number of words in a 
sentence to the number of difficult 
words.
6. Multiplies the total number by .4.
The result is years of education needed by 
the audience to understand the message.
The Fog Index shows that the more 
important the message the shorter the 
sentence should be. Punctuation is im 
portant. A period makes readers stop and 
think. Commas permit readers to skip.
Yet many writers instinctively use long 
sentences of over thirty words to explain 
important points. They add qualifying 
phrases and clauses so the audience can 
understand the magnitude of the message. 
Clarity demands short sentences. A 
college-trained reader or person who is 
highly skilled in the field understands 
messages which are about twenty-five 
words or three typed lines. A high school- 
trained reader understands messages of
about twenty words or two typed lines.2 
When a business letter contains thirty- 
five-word sentences, its readability should 
be questioned. The Wall Street Journal 
reports that IRS income tax forms have 
been known to include fifty-four-word 
monsters! Yet the IRS has used the 
Gunning Fog Index for years. Unless an 
organization uses a regular business 
communications audit the results of a 
readability formula may be ignored. The 
emphasis will continue to be on “getting 
the report completed” rather than on 
readability.
Writing for particular audiences is not 
something a writer does automatically. 
Specific and clear business language 
needs regular reinforcement. It is easy for 
writers to ignore the audience and write 
“one can guide an equine quadruped to 
aquaeous liquid and yet not induce him 
to imbibe.” But it takes a com 
munications audit of the writer to say 
“you can lead a horse to water but you 
can’t make him drink.” The business 
communications audit locates a firm’s 
communications weaknesses and 
strengths and provides a systematic 
approach to the perplexing problem of 
writing effective business messages. □
2John O. Morris, “Make Yourself Clear,” 
Contemporary Business Writing (New York: 
McGraw Hill, 1980).
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The Index of Leading Economic Indicators
“WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
government’s index of leading economic 
indicators was down sharply in May, but 
; economists disagree over whether Tuesday’s 
figures reflect a mere pause in economic 
growth or the start of a new recession. . .
T 'h e  above quotation is typical; the 
leading economic indicators are often in 
the news, but people (even experts) do not 
always know what to make of them. The 
problem is that they may mean different 
things to different people.
The index of leading economic in- 
; dicators is used to provide preliminary 
signals of both the starting and ending 
points of recessionary periods. Through 
| careful observation of past business 
1 cycles, economists have developed the 
index as a measure to assist them in 
predicting future changes in business 
activity.1
How are the indicators chosen?
The National Bureau of Economic 
Research (NBER), an independent 
organization located in New York City, 
compiles the official list of leading 
economic indicators. It then combines the 
indicators into a single index. There are 
other indexes of economic indicators, but 
it is the index of leading indicators that is 
mentioned most frequently in the news 
media.
'The word "cycle” has a special meaning for 
economists. "Cycle” usually means that 
changes are repeated in a regular pattern. For 
many years it was believed that there was a 
cycle to business activity (just like sunspots), 
and much effort was spent in trying to find the 
pattern of time intervals between "cycles.” The 
final conclusion was that the business cycle is 
not actually cyclical, but the name has stuck.
In compiling the index, the NBER 
studied past business cycles and identified 
measures of specific sectors or 
characteristics of the overall economy that 
might be used as indicators of impending 
change. For example, certain industries, 
such as housing, may tend to show signs 
of a slump before the overall economy 
moves into a recession. Some measure of 
housing activity, therefore, may be an 
appropriate leading indicator. The 
NBER devised a rating scheme to deter 
mine which measures of individual 
industry cycles or overall economic 
activity might be most useful and ac 
curate as leading indicators. Each of the 
possible indicators was rated using the 
following six criteria:
Economic significance. The indicator 
must measure or represent an activity 
with a key role in the cyclical process.
Statistical adequacy. The indicator 
must be based on well-established, ac 
curate reporting systems.
Timing. The indicator must have the 
same pattern of growth and contraction 
as the gross national product (GNP). To 
be classed as a leading indicator, its cycle 
must appear earlier. An indicator is of no 
use as a leader if it regularly declines and 
recovers after the overall economy has 
already done so. This factor is considered 
the most important of these six selection 
criteria.
Conformity. The indicator’s decline 
and recovery pattern should conform 
closely to past business cycles as measured 
by changes in GNP.
Smoothness. A smooth indicator (one 
that has few irregular changes) is more 
likely to give prompt notice as to when a 
change has occurred, thus making it more 
valuable as a predictor.
Prompt availability. To be useful,
information about the indicator must be 
available on a timely basis. If current data 
for an indicator are not available then it 
obviously will be of little use as an 
indicator.
What are the current 
indicators?
The NBER studied a large number of 
potential indicators and ranked them 
according to the above criteria. Twelve 
were selected, and they comprise the 
current index of leading economic in 
dicators. The twelve are (the order does 
not indicate how they ranked):
1. Average workweek, production 
workers, manufacturing
2. Net business formation
3. Stock prices, 500 common stocks
4. New building permits, private 
housing units
5. Average weekly initial claims, state 
unemployment insurance
6. New orders for consumer goods 
and materials
7. Contracts and orders for plant and 
equipment
8. Net change in inventories
9. Change in sensitive crude materials 
prices
10. Vendor performance, percent of 
companies receiving slower 
deliveries
11. Money supply — M2
12. Change in total liquid assets
The cycles of these twelve indicators are 
not always the same. Some are moving up 
while others are going down. To make it 
easier to see patterns of change, all twelve 
are weighted and averaged to make a 
single leading index.
Figure 1 shows the index of leading 
economic indicators from 1948 to the
19
present. The shaded bars show national 
recessions. The numbers above the line 
refer to the number of months before a 
recession the index began to decline.
Forecasting with the leading 
index
The index of leading economic indicators 
has correctly given advance warning of 
all seven of the national recessions that 
have occurred from 1948-1981, but with 
various timing. On average, the index 
peaked and started down almost 12 
months before the GNP. However, a 
glance at figure 1 shows that this lead 
time is not constant. It varies from 4 
months to 23 months. At the trough, or 
point of beginning recovery, the average 
lead time is only 3.1 months, but the 
variation is also small, with a minimum 
of 1 month and a maximum of 6. It 
appears that the leading indicators do 
give plenty of advanced warning of 
impending recessions and that they also 
signal the ends of the recessions, but with 
very little lead time.
The indicators are not infallible, 
however. Although all post-war 
recessions have been accurately predicted, 
there have also been two false Signals. In 
1950, and again in 1965, the leading 
index dropped sharply, giving a clear 
signal of a recession to follow. In both of 
those cases there was no recession.
It should also be noted that the index 
of leading indicators does not help to 
predict the severity or length of coming 
recessions. It only indicates the turning 
points, and it is usually a mistake to 
attempt to attach more meaning to 
changes in the index than is really there.
Interpretation and use of the 
leading indicators
The index of leading indicators, along 
with other economic information, is 
collected, graphed, and published month 
ly by the National Bureau of Economic 
Research in the U.S. Department of 
Commerce magazine Business Conditions 
Digest (BCD).2 Any changes in the index 
are usually also noted by the national
news media.
The BCD does not include forecasts. 
The information is simply presented, 
with no interpretation. The reader is left 
to draw his or her own conclusions.
For those who have faith that the 
future will be similar to the past, the 
index of leading indicators is one of the 
more reliable, but not infallible, methods 
of forecasting coming recessions with 
enough advance warning to take actions 
that might soften its effects. For times 
when we are in a recession, the indicators 
are a reliable signal of coming recovery, 
but the lead time is usually so short that 
it cannot really be considered as an early 
warning. □
Available from the Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20402. Subscription price is 
$60 per year, or $5.50 per single copy.
Richard Withycombe is Professor of 
Management, School of Business Ad 
ministration, University of Montana, 
Missoula.
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Note: Equal slopes denote equal rates of change. Shaded areas indicate nadonal recessions. Numbers above the line are the number of 
months before a recession that the index began to decline.
Source: Business Conditions Digest, U.S. Department of Commerce (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office) May 
1982, p. 10.
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The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the 
research branch of the University of Montana’s School of 
Business Administration. Located on the University of 
Montana campus at Missoula, the Bureau has pursued research 
in business and economics for more than thirty years.
The Bureau’s purpose as a public agency is to serve the 
general public, as well as business, labor, and government. To 
meet this goal the Bureau is regularly involved in a wide 
variety of research activities, including economic analysis, 
survey research, and data collection. Most of these research 
results are published in the Montana Business Quarterly.
In the past few years the Bureau has expanded its research 
efforts in several areas, including survey research, the forest 
products industry, and local economic analysis. The Montana 
Poll, a quarterly opinion poll cosponsored by the Great Falls 
Tribune, is the Bureau’s newest survey research venture. The 
Poll collects information from Montana on a variety of 
economic and other current issues.
Research on the forest products industry has always been an 
important mainstay of Bureau operations, but recently the 
focus has moved from just the Montana industry to include 
other western states including Wyoming, Idaho, and Oregon. 
The Forest Industries Data Collection System, a 100 percent 
survey of all the forest products firms in a particular state, is 
one of the ways the Bureau obtains data on the industry.
The Bureau’s regular series of Economic Outlook seminars, 
stressing local area economic analysis, also has grown in 
popularity. Beginning eight years ago in four Montana cities— 
Missoula, Helena, Great Falls, and Billings—the seminars now 
also travel to Butte and Kalispell.
Readers of the Montana Business Quarterly are welcome to 
comment on the MBQ, request economic data or other Bureau 
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